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CHAPTER 12

In Search of Entertainment-Education’s 
Effects on Attitudes and Behaviors

Donald P. Green

The story of entertainment-education’s effects on social behaviors is itself 
a literary genre of sorts, with memorable legends and alluring theoretical 
formulations about why dramatized messages work. One of my first 
encounters with this genre was in 2006, when reading a New Yorker maga-
zine article that retold some of the most famous instances of entertainment- 
education’s enormous reach and influence. For example, on the subject of 
adult literacy:

For this telenovela, called “Ven Conmigo” (“Come with Me”), instead of 
the usual blond, blue-eyed leading ladies, Sabido chose actresses who were 
dark-haired and spoke with working-class accents. Its main plot centers on 
Barbara, a teacher from a working-class family, and Jorge, the wealthy man 
who loves her. Sabido’s subplot involved some of Barbara’s adult students, 
including a carpenter, a maid, a single mother who works on a farm, and an 
ex-con. Posters from the Ministry of Public Education’s actual literacy cam-
paign hung in the classroom. In the first episode, an older man sits outside 
Barbara’s classroom without introducing himself. When she finally notices 
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him and asks why he’s there, he admits that he is embarrassed, because his 
grandchildren have finished primary school and he hasn’t. The ratings for 
this series were higher than for any of Televisa’s previous telenovelas. In one 
episode, Barbara’s students visit the headquarters of the government’s lit-
eracy program to pick up free booklets. The following day, more than twelve 
thousand people converged on the actual headquarters, creating a traffic jam 
that lasted until after midnight. Close to a million new students signed up 
for literacy classes. (Rosin, 2006)

At the time, I didn’t think to question how the author documented the 
claim that “more than twelve thousand people converged on the actual 
headquarters” or that the number of new students was “close to a mil-
lion.” I figured the number of viewers is astronomical; the fan base watches 
attentively; a certain portion of them fanatically emulate the behaviors 
they see modeled on TV.

Another anecdote from the same essay paints a similar picture:

The most widely viewed program in the world is not a telenovela but “The 
Bold and the Beautiful,” a CBS soap opera set in rival fashion houses. It is 
broadcast in a hundred and thirty-four countries, including Bangladesh, 
Uganda, and Yemen. In 2001, in a major twist, Tony, a young designer, told 
Kristen, his girlfriend, that he was H.I.V.-positive. The writers had con-
sulted with experts from the Centers for Disease Control, and provided an 
800 number that people could call for more information. After one particu-
larly emotional scene, the line received five thousand calls. (Rosin, 2006)

My (admittedly academic) reaction at the time was that tracking the num-
ber of calls to an 800 number is an elegant way to measure the behavioral 
effects of a soap opera. I imagined a study in which one tracks the number 
of daily calls for a few weeks leading up to the episode in which the 800 
number is displayed during the soap opera, then watches the number of 
calls soar as the episode airs, and assesses how long it takes for the number 
of calls to return to normal. Eventually, as I describe below, I collaborated 
on some experiments of this kind. But, to preview what comes later, our 
numbers didn’t soar after the numbers aired on the telenovelas. Maybe 
our weak effects reflect the fact that our messages aired on ordinary soap 
operas rather than “the most widely viewed program in the world,” but 
perhaps that is the point. Hundreds of millions of viewers evidently gener-
ated a few thousand calls; our programs’ viewership was two orders of 
magnitude smaller, and so were the numbers of people who took some 
kind of measurable action.
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Now you’re probably wondering whether this is going to be one of 
those cranky academic essays that devotes its pages to puncturing inflated 
claims made by non-academics. It’s not. This essay is instead a cranky 
account of how inflated claims backed up by poorly designed impact 
assessments (often by university researchers) have caused entertainment- 
education’s effects to be misunderstood. More scientifically rigorous eval-
uations show entertainment-education (EE) does work but not in the 
transformative ways that proponents claim. When properly assessed, the 
effects of EE are found to be narrow. They often change specific ways in 
which audiences think and act, but much to the disappointment of funders 
or policymakers, EE seldom changes broad worldviews or core values. 
One possibility is that we have set our expectations for EE’s effects too 
high. Another possibility is the lack of deep-seated change in the wake of 
exposure to narratives reflects the limitations of the content or presenta-
tion, in which case the producers and evaluators need to collaborate dur-
ing the writing and production phases to produce more influential 
programs. The message of this essay is that if we want to do good in the 
world via narrative entertainment, we need to not only learn whether spe-
cific media content is effective, but also, more generally, understand the 
conditions under which it is effective. Funders do not seem to be embrac-
ing the latter goal, and as a result, evaluations tend to be disjointed, one- 
off affairs that focus on a specific donor-supported messaging campaign. 
This state of affairs slows the development of effective entertainment- 
education programming, which is arguably a tragic missed opportunity.

This essay is organized as follows. I begin by briefly summarizing the 
key findings from the burgeoning literature on narrative education con-
veyed through mass media. Here I call attention to the kinds of results one 
encounters when reading recent experimental evaluations of television and 
radio programs, both multi-episode dramas and short format messages. It 
is clear that narrative-based media content often has meaningful effects on 
attitudes and behaviors, but rarely does one see profound and enduring 
changes. Interestingly, although there are good theoretical reasons for 
thinking that narrative messages are more influential than non-narrative 
messages, few head-to-head comparisons have been conducted, and these 
focus exclusively on health behaviors rather than on controversial social 
issues. In other words, although I suspect that narrative messaging is an 
especially effective way of shaping policy-related attitudes and actions, 
direct evidence on this point is lacking. Next, I discuss my own experi-
ences developing and testing narrative messages. In particular, I call 
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attention to some of my blunders and missteps, commenting on how they 
changed the way I think about what to study and how. Finally, I briefly 
sketch out a new model for developing effective messages that departs 
from the one-off evaluation approach that dominates the literature. I pro-
pose testing more immersive and sustained narratives whose ingredients 
are developed in conjunction with an evaluation team.

A Brief Overview 
Of the entertAinment-educAtiOn LiterAture

A large and growing list of studies evaluates the effectiveness of 
entertainment- education in the form of video or audio narratives. This 
literature can be roughly categorized into four groups, based on the scien-
tific rigor with which the evaluation is conducted. The first category com-
prises qualitative accounts. These reports typically rely on interviews with 
audience members or observe audiences as they view or listen to narra-
tives. The strength of these studies is that the quotations and descriptions 
they provide give a sense of how audiences interpret and perhaps internal-
ize the messages to which they are exposed. The main weakness of this 
approach is the lack of a well-defined control group that would allow us to 
assess whether and to what extent the audience changed as a result of 
exposure. Other problems include the obtrusive manner in which out-
comes are measured—respondents are aware that they are being asked 
about the narrative that they were exposed to, and sometimes the ques-
tions invite them to describe how the drama changed their attitudes or 
beliefs. This heavy-handed approach risks encouraging respondents to say 
what they think the interviewer wants to hear, which presumably is some 
sort of praise for the narrative program. For what it’s worth, such studies 
typically draw upbeat conclusions about entertainment-education pro-
grams.1 In part, that reflects the leeway that researchers have when 
recounting audiences’ reactions; there may be a temptation to cherry-pick 
the most positive quotations in order to placate funders or media partners. 
Anyone who has seen presentations of evaluation findings knows that 
vibrant anecdotes draw appreciative reactions—perhaps itself a 

1 For example, the handbook Edutainment: Using Stories & Media for Social Action and 
Behaviour Change (Perlman, Jana, & Scheepers, 2013) is essentially a compendium of suc-
cess stories. None of the interventions that are presented as case studies are evaluated via 
randomized experiment.
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commentary on the effects of performance art. But from the standpoint of 
a detached observer who wonders what became of the qualitative responses 
that ended up on the cutting room floor, studies of this kind cannot be 
considered reliable guides on questions of cause and effect.

A second group of evaluations might be classified as “point-blank lab 
studies.” In contrast to the qualitative studies mentioned above, lab stud-
ies (usually) randomly assign participants to experimental conditions in 
which one group is exposed to a narrative message while the other group 
receives either some other kind of message or none at all. Random assign-
ment makes for a fair comparison between a treatment group that is 
exposed to narrative messages and a control group that is not. However, 
two features of these studies undercut the value of the evidence they gen-
erate. First, participants are exposed to entertainment-education under 
artificial conditions—for example, they are often paid to participate in the 
study, and they watch the program because they are following the experi-
menter’s instructions. Second, outcomes (attitudes, beliefs, behavioral 
intentions) are typically measured a few minutes after participants are 
exposed to the media narrative. The compressed timeframe between expo-
sure and outcome measurement may exaggerate the apparent effectiveness 
of the drama. For example, a study I conducted in Uganda compared the 
apparent effects of exposure to a three-part video about teacher absentee-
ism. One experiment was conducted in a lab-like environment in which 
subjects viewed the videos on a tablet computer and expressed their opin-
ions immediately afterward; the other experiment tested the same videos 
by embedding them in a multi-week film festival and assessed outcomes 
two months later. Both tests showed that the ads substantially increased 
viewers’ willingness to take actions to address absenteeism, but the effects 
found in the lab were more than twice as large as the effects found in the 
field (Green, Cooper, Wilke, & Tan, 2020a).

A third category includes nonexperimental studies that track changes 
over time or between locations, as regions gained access to mass media or 
soap operas. These studies often present arresting examples of how changes 
in attitudes or behaviors coincided with the rollout of mass media. One of 
the most prominent studies tracked the consequences of cable TV access 
in Indian villages and found that villages that acquired cable access showed 
abrupt shifts in women’s subsequent attitudes toward violence against 
women (VAW) and their preference for having male children (Jensen & 
Oster, 2009). Another influential study found that Brazilian women aged 
25 to 44 living in regions that were exposed to popular soap operas 
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subsequently experienced declines in fertility (La Ferrara, Chong, & 
Duryea, 2012). These intriguing studies and others like them raise two 
concerns. The first is whether, short of conducting an experiment, we can 
draw reliable inferences about the effects of mass media by comparing the 
groups that did or did not receive it. The concern is that even if media 
truly had no effect, there might appear to be an effect due to unmeasured 
differences between the treated and untreated groups. A second concern 
is publication bias, or the tendency to write up splashy results that show 
large effects. Had the comparison of geographic regions shown no effect, 
would the researchers have bothered writing up the results knowing that 
academic journals were unlikely to be impressed? If studies that fail to find 
effects remain in file drawers, the academic literature may exaggerate the 
influence of media or narratives.2

The final category includes randomized trials that are conducted in 
real-world settings. I recently collaborated on an effort to assemble a fairly 
comprehensive literature review of entertainment-education, and we 
found 30 such studies. The take-home lessons from this literature can be 
summarized as follows. First, it is clear that entertainment-education 
“works” in the sense that it regularly generates effects on beliefs, attitudes, 
behavioral intentions, and behaviors. Audiences update their beliefs about 
topics such as the risk of HIV infection in the wake of information that is 
conveyed through narrative. Attitudes, or dispositions to respond posi-
tively or negatively to stimulus objects, also change. For example, rural 
Tanzanians exposed to a two-hour radio soap opera about forced marriage 
of underage girls became more likely to say two weeks later that girls 
should be able to choose whom they marry (Green, Groves, & Manda, 
2020b). And narratives seem to spur audiences to act, such as texting a 
hotline to report instances of corruption when this behavior is modeled in 
a feature-length movie (Blair, Littman, & Paluck, 2019). Among the stud-
ies that measure behavioral intentions under various scenarios, narratives 
again seem to move the needle. Green, Wilke, and Cooper (2020c) stud-
ied Ugandan villagers who were exposed to videos that stress the impor-
tance of preventing violence against women by reporting abuse; eight 
months later, those who saw the videos were more likely to express 

2 One potential advantage of studies conducted outside academia is that they are less sus-
ceptible to publication bias, since publication is seldom the objective. On the other hand, 
these studies often fail to include key technical details about the experimental design or 
analysis that would ordinarily be expected from a peer-reviewed publication.
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willingness to report abuse to authorities. Almost every published study 
reports at least one “statistically significant” (i.e., too large to be attrib-
uted to chance) finding on an attitude, belief, behavioral intention, or 
behavior.

That said, EE’s effects are rarely large. One of the strongest reported 
effects is that Nigerians shown eight 22-minute episodes of the TV series 
MTV Shuga on consecutive weekends displayed increases in knowledge 
and HIV testing, with mixed results concerning risky sexual behavior 
(Banerjee, La Ferrara, & Orozco-Olvera, 2019a). In relative terms, HIV 
testing is almost twice as high in the treatment group as the control group, 
but in absolute terms, this effect amounts to a 3 percentage point increase 
(i.e., a change among 3 out of every 100 viewers). In a similar vein, 
Ugandans in villages that were randomly assigned three five-minute videos 
dramatizing teacher absenteeism during the commercial breaks of a free 
film festival showed clear increases in their support for community action 
to address absenteeism vis-à-vis their counterparts in other villages that 
received messages on other topics. Eight months later, approximately 59% 
of the treatment group favored organizing or participating in some kind 
of collective response to absenteeism in the local school, as opposed to 
54% of the control group. Given the large number of villages and partici-
pants, the treatment effect is convincing but by no means overwhelming.

With few exceptions, the changes that do occur are specific to the par-
ticular messages that are conveyed in the drama. For example, the 
Ugandans who saw the messages stressing the importance of preventing 
violence against women became more inclined to report incidents to vil-
lage leaders but did not change their minds about the more general issue 
of whether husbands are justified in beating their wives. Similarly, the 
Tanzanians exposed to a soap opera that made them more skeptical about 
early/forced marriage did not change their views about gender hierarchy 
more generally. So far as we can tell, the rapid transformation in core atti-
tudes occasioned by exposure to TV in nonexperimental studies such as La 
Ferrara (2012) has not been reproduced in randomized trials.3

A final observation about the EE literature is how rarely researchers con-
duct head-to-head tests of narrative versus non-narrative messaging about 

3 One partial exception is Banerjee, La Ferrara, and Orozco-Olvera (2019b), which finds a 
marginally significant effect of watching Shuga (which focused in part on gender-based vio-
lence) on respondents’ views that husbands are justified in beating their wives under various 
scenarios.
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social issues. The studies of which we are aware of focus on health- related 
knowledge and behaviors. Tests of competing videos report conflicting 
results. Moran, Frank, Chatterjee, Murphy, and Baezconde-Garbanati 
(2016) found that 11-minute videos more effectively communicated infor-
mation about cervical cancer when they contained a narrative component, 
and Murphy et al. (2015) found that narrative content was more effective 
at inducing women to schedule a PAP test in the six-month period since 
exposure to the video. On the other hand, Bekalu et al. (2018) tested com-
peting four-minute video clips on pandemic influenza and found the non-
narrative version to be better at imparting knowledge. The mixed findings 
about health knowledge and behaviors suggest that narratives are not neces-
sarily more informative or compelling, at least given an experiment in which 
participants are expected to look at whatever message is put in front of 
them. It may be that in more naturalistic viewing environments, narratives 
have the advantage of attracting and retaining willing audiences.

But even if we accept the mixed results from the health literature, it 
remains unclear what to conclude about the effects of narratives on widely 
held social attitudes, such as the belief in rural East Africa that a husband 
has a legitimate right to beat his wife if she disobeys. Social attitudes invite 
resistance from those whose viewpoint is challenged by the message. 
Narratives, according to one leading theory, break down resistance by 
transporting audiences and inducing them to take the perspective of the 
protagonists (Green & Brock, 2000). Narratives also model appropriate 
attitudes and effective behaviors in ways that lead audiences to update how 
they are expected to think and act (Bandura, 2004). The hypothesis that 
underlies entertainment-education is that narrative has the ability to win 
over an audience that would otherwise reject direct arguments against 
their social and policy convictions. Unfortunately, we simply do not have 
direct evidence about whether narratives work as these theories suggest in 
the domain of social attitudes. At present, the evidence in hand indicates 
that narratives produce meaningful but not overwhelmingly large effects, 
primarily in the narrow domain on which the narrative focuses.

evALuAtiOn And cOntent creAtiOn

My involvement in the entertainment-education literature has been in the 
role of evaluator. From time to time, philanthropic organizations, research 
groups, or NGOs have offered me the opportunity to conduct random-
ized trials to see if dramas can influence attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors on 
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a wide array of topics: gender-based violence, early/forced marriage, abor-
tion stigma, HIV stigma, teacher absenteeism, or vote-buying. Beyond 
the study of media dramas in particular, I am also involved in ongoing 
randomized evaluations of access to radio and TV, with an eye toward 
verifying the findings of Jensen and Oster (2009) on the effects of media 
access. Most of my studies have taken place in East Africa, although I have 
also conducted some research in India and the United States. I have not 
been paid to conduct these evaluations; I take them on because my schol-
arly interests include media effects, public opinion, and the conditions 
under which people change their views about social issues.

My involvement as an evaluator takes one of two forms. The first mode 
might be described as “program evaluation” in both senses of the term. 
Here, the research team is asked to evaluate the effectiveness of existing 
soap operas that have already been aired. Since we cannot go back in time, 
my approach is to assess their effects on new audiences that are similar to 
the ones that were exposed “naturally” when the programs were aired 
initially. For example, the Tanzanian NGO UZIKWASA, which focuses on 
issues of gender equality, produced a multi-part radio soap opera set in the 
northeast of the country that depicted early and forced marriage in a 
Muslim family. Many remote villages in this region, however, were outside 
the catchment area of the radio station that initially aired the series. Our 
research team selected 30 unexposed villages and interviewed a random 
sample of villagers at baseline. At the end of this interview, we invited 
them to attend a two-hour audio drama a few days later, without disclos-
ing the content of the program. After baseline data were collected, we 
randomly assigned each village to one of the two soap operas: one on 
forced marriage or another on HIV stigma. Fully 83% of those invited 
showed up, with almost identical attendance rates in each experimental 
group. Two weeks after the radio programs aired, 95% of participants were 
reinterviewed in their homes. (We plan to return to interview respondents 
one more time once the COVID-19 threat lifts.)

One attractive feature of this experimental design is that we simultane-
ously test the effects of two dramas on two different sets of outcomes. In 
this case, we learned that one soap opera increased support for letting girls 
choose whom they marry, while the other increased support for increasing 
access to retroviral drugs. Another feature of this type of design is that we 
get answers back quickly. Follow-up interviews were conducted two weeks 
after audiences listened to the soap operas, so the results were in hand 
quickly enough to make timely changes to the content of the programs if 
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we had needed to do so. From the standpoint of practitioners, this design 
strikes a useful balance between the speed of a point-blank lab study and 
the naturalism of a field experiment with long-term follow-up.

That said, this experiment is far from perfect. To condense 20 hours of 
soap opera content to a two-hour format changes the nature of the listen-
ing experience, and our evaluation does not necessarily do justice to the 
effects that the original series may have had over the many weeks that lis-
teners tuned in. An alternative approach is to bring audiences together 
repeatedly over the course of several months to have them listen to the 
complete soap opera, as Paluck (2009) did in her study of an ethnic rec-
onciliation radio drama in Rwanda. Not only did our study change the 
cadence of exposure to the drama; it also changed the content, as we 
sought to distill the original plot down to its bare essentials.

The other mode of evaluation is to have the research team coordinate 
the writing and production of a drama, whose effects are then tested by 
way of an experiment. One of my first attempts along these lines was in 
collaboration with a team of scholars led by Elizabeth Levy Paluck, whose 
pathbreaking work in this field was mentioned earlier. In this study, we 
worked with a leading Spanish-language network in the United States to 
weave nine social messages (e.g., put your infant into car seat when driving, 
register to vote, eat low-cholesterol foods) into the scripts of its nightly 
telenovelas. The experimental design randomly varied when each theme was 
woven into the plot; once this was determined, we worked with scriptwrit-
ers to provide information about each issue and guidance about the goals 
of each message. For example, one message encouraged audiences to put 
their savings into a bank account rather than save cash at home. The sub-
plot featured a main character working up the courage to visit a bank to 
open up an account; an actual bank with a large number of local branches 
was depicted, and the scenes emphasized the way in which the new client 
was helped by a friendly bilingual bank officer. This bank shared with the 
research team daily records of how many new accounts were created before, 
during, and after the airing of these scenes. No apparent uptick in accounts 
occurred. Similarly disappointing results were obtained for other behaviors, 
such as registering to vote or visiting a website that featured information 
about college scholarships for minority students (Paluck et  al., 2015). I 
might add parenthetically that these results changed my view about the 
effects of entertainment-education. I am now more skeptical that large 
aggregate behavior changes routinely occur in the wake of subplots among 
audiences in developed countries. It may be the case that behavior changes 
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occur when entire series focuses on a given theme, as in “16 and Pregnant” 
(Kearney & Levine, 2015), although even here the (nonexperimental) evi-
dence is debatable (Jaeger, Joyce, & Kaestner, 2019).

Evaluation teams are sometimes given an opportunity to craft the main 
storyline, not just a subplot. In partnership with Peripheral Vision 
International, my research team worked to develop a mini-series of three 
five-minute vignettes that would be aired to rural Ugandans during com-
mercial breaks in feature-length films. In an effort to make it easy for audi-
ences to be drawn in by these narratives, the vignettes were written by 
local writers and filmed on location in the local language. Overdubbed 
Hollywood films were shown each weekend for four to six weeks, initially 
in 56 villages during the pilot study and a year later in 112 villages during 
the main study. The experiment randomly assigned different mini-series to 
villages hosting the film festivals.

The pilot testing phase turned out to be crucial, as it gave us an oppor-
tunity to test audiences’ reactions to each of the mini-series. One of the 
series focused on violence against women and sought to articulate and 
model official norms regarding the topic. Characters that included a visitor 
from Kampala, a village leader, villagers, and police officers all expressed 
norms that wife-beating is illegal, immoral, and unjustified in all circum-
stances. In the end, the abusive husband is arrested by police. Bear in mind 
that Ugandans, especially rural Ugandans, widely believe that husbands are 
justified in beating their wives when presented with scenarios that include 
disobedience, gossiping, unfaithfulness, and the like; thus, the views 
expressed by characters in our mini-series ran counter to prevailing or at 
least widespread views. Reports from the field suggested that this message 
did not sit well with male audience members, and our surveys two months 
later revealed that the video, which was randomly assigned to some villages 
and not others, had no apparent effect on attitudes about gender-based 
violence. (Meanwhile, the other two series on teacher absenteeism and 
abortion stigma seemed to be well-received and effective in shaping the 
views of audiences whose villages were randomly assigned to see them.)

Rather than repeat this debacle on an even larger scale in the main study 
of 112 villages, we developed an alternative mini-series on the same topic 
but this time building on locally prevailing norms. Depth interviews with 
villagers suggested that although most rural Ugandans (even women) 
believed that husbands are justified in beating their wives under some con-
ditions, when pressed to say whether by “beaten” they had in mind a slap 
or something more forceful than that, respondents overwhelming said a 
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slap. This apparent norm against extreme violence came through as well in 
our structured surveys of villagers. So we decided that the new video 
should feature a case of unacceptable violence, which unfortunately is 
quite common in rural Uganda, where a large share of women report that 
their husband has at some point beaten them severely. Our Tale of Two 
Cities narrative begins in a village where there is reluctance to report 
VAW.  The protagonist is an affable woman whose husband beats her 
severely, despite her sincere efforts to appease him. In a crucial scene, the 
protagonist’s neighbor overhears her screams but decides not to speak 
out. In the second vignette, which begins with the protagonist’s hospital-
ization and ends with her funeral, audiences learn that her daughter and 
parents also knew about the violence and now regret their failure to speak 
out. The final vignette depicts the “disclosure” village. The focal woman 
in this scene is also beaten by her husband but decides to disclose this 
information to her parents, who intervene to help mediate. Moreover, the 
parents share the information with the local women’s counselor 
(Nabakyala), who visits the household to provide guidance. The vignette 
closes with the couple getting along, and the voiceover reminds the viewer 
of the importance of saying something in order to prevent violence. This 
video mini-series did not work miracles (it had no effect on views about 
whether husbands are justified in beating their wives or on attitudes about 
gender hierarchy) but did have meaningful and persistent effects on view-
ers’ willingness to report incidents to authorities. We also found evidence 
suggesting a decline in violence against women in the villages that were 
randomly chosen to receive this message, perhaps reflecting the deterrent 
effect of being in a village where more people are willing to speak out.4

In some sense, it was dumb luck that we stumbled on a video that 
worked given that we only had two chances. We were guided by theories 
that emphasized the persuasive effects of narratives that model appropriate 
behaviors and that draw viewers into the story such that they let down 
their guard. Yet, it is clear from our first failure that audiences need not 
follow the models that are presented to them, and that they do not let 
down their guard for just any narrative. The fact that the second mini- 
series worked (to some extent) suggests that modeling norms might work 
when writers meet their audiences half-way, in this case denouncing 

4 Although the combination of production and evaluation costs totaled more than 
$300,000, this sum is arguably a bargain for a scalable media intervention that is known to 
be effective.
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excessive violence rather than any violence, but even that is a conjecture 
rather than an established fact.

The experience of developing and testing successive mini-series on the 
same topic inspired us to dig more deeply into the question of what makes 
a particular narrative effective. My co-authors, Jasper Cooper and Anna 
Wilke, led an effort to re-edit the footage from the two mini-series so that 
the narrative and characters had different combinations of features. In 
some mini-series, the woman who is beaten is depicted in a way that 
inspires empathy; in some plot lines, the theme that violence can spiral out 
of control is stressed; sometimes the storyline and narration emphasize the 
benefits of intervention; sometimes the script mentions legal norms that 
declare wife-beating to be illegal. In all, ten different combinations were 
produced and tested in a lab-like setting against a placebo video about 
teacher absenteeism. The lab-like setting is less than ideal, especially since 
participants watched the video alone rather than in a communal setting; 
what’s worse, because we were coming to the end of our grant, the study 
was far too small (351 participants spread over 11 different experimental 
conditions). But putting aside the details of how we conducted this small 
study, the broader point is that head-to-head testing of narratives with dif-
ferent ingredients is an attractive way to discover the most effective 
entertainment- education package for a given audience. We should have 
done this sort of test before conducting our field tests. Indeed, this kind 
of evidence-based R&D should be part of the ramp-up to any 
entertainment- education initiative.

From a theoretical standpoint, even this kind of retrospective R&D is 
potentially of enormous value. Leading theories are stated at a level of 
generality that is detached from the specifics that might guide scriptwriters 
as they attempt to craft influential narratives. I am told that the develop-
ment of narrative entertainment content is sometimes guided by focus 
group reactions to preliminary versions, but I am aware of no rigorous 
experimental tests that add and subtract narrative elements in an attempt 
to discern the mechanisms by which entertainment is influential. Suppose 
we assume that audiences are persuadable when they are drawn into a 
story and take the perspective of the protagonist. Very well, what narra-
tives, audiences, and contexts contribute to this kind of perspective- taking? 
Do the persuasive effects increase or diminish when audiences view the 
narratives collectively (as often occurs in rural East Africa) as opposed to 
individually (as often occurs in urban and more affluent areas)? Detailed 
theorizing requires a rigorously developed evidence base that offers robust 
insights into what works.
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Lessons Learned and Best Practices

The education entertainment literature is filled with inspiring examples 
that make success look a lot easier to achieve than it actually is. A sober 
reading of the literature suggests that entertainment-education is a prom-
ising and often cost-effective avenue for effecting social change, but we 
currently lack an empirically grounded understanding of the conditions 
under which narrative entertainment works. To develop this understand-
ing, however, requires a very different approach than what is currently on 
offer. Philanthropic funders typically focus on evaluating a single 
entertainment- education product (i.e., the one that the group that they 
funded produced), not theoretically telling alternative versions of it. 
Scholars are often quite content with the one-at-a-time method of evalu-
ation, perhaps because it leads to lots of discrete publications, but this 
disjointed process slows that rate at which theoretical knowledge is accu-
mulated. And when scholars do compare alternative messages, they tend 
to focus on bite-size media content so that tests can be conducted conve-
niently within the confines of a lab-like environment. We need to think 
bigger, on both the production front and the evaluation front. Given the 
kinds of social outcomes that hang in the balance, we urgently need a 
more coherent evidence-based partnership between creative artists and 
evaluators.

The alternative vision is a much more systematic investigation of the 
conditions under which entertainment-education works. For any given 
topic or target audience, this investigation requires exploring an array of 
narratives that vary along an assortment of dimensions. What attitudes 
and behaviors are modeled, and by whom? What kinds of archetypal story-
lines work best for attracting sizable audiences and persuading them to 
think or behave differently? To what extent does the effectiveness of the 
narrative depend on serialization and repetition of stories and themes? Do 
the effects of entertainment-education grow reliably with the dosage of 
drama that audiences receive?

One may think of this kind of experimental study as a bake-off among 
different recipes, with the aim of discovering the ingredients—or the por-
tion sizes—that tend to produce large and persistent changes. It may turn 
out that even optimized entertainment interventions fail to produce 
effects of legendary proportions, yet the exercise will still be worth the 
effort if it points to reliable ways to make entertainment-education more 
effective.

 D. P. GREEN
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